
THE INDECISIVE PERSON

I've always found even the smallest decisions to be stressful and impossible. But I just chalked that up to being an
indecisive person, whatever.

Little by little we're trying to be more strong-willed -- even if that means just making a split-second choice on
what chips to bring to a party. In fact, most people who deal with indecision will tell you that they are simply
not capable of making a quick decision and trusting the outcome. We're people pleasers at our core. You try to
multitask as much as possible to save time, squeeze every penny, and count every calorie. Take action in all
areas of life, safe in the knowledge that you can make something good out of every possible outcome. The
Psychology Of Indecision Research into the psychology of indecision shows universally negative effects, with
indecisiveness limiting your success in everything from your career to your romantic relationships. This is not
a valid email, please try again. And in more extreme cases, it may also be associated with mental health issues,
such as depressive symptoms. We're not going to be the ones to debate it. Planning dinner and date nights is a
never-ending struggle to figure out what to do, because neither one of you wants to decide. Some decisions in
life are major and others insignificant, some obvious while others require a little more thought. To all of our
decisive loved ones, thanks for taking charge when we can't. Trying to plan meals is exhausting. In this
mindset, every decision becomes a complicated calculation â€” but the one variable not being factored into the
equation is what you want. It's a tiny mindset shift from lack to abundance that says you can buy the shirt in
black today and then decide if you want it in blue next week. Learning what works for you is a process of trial
and error that relies on a willingness to experiment. This is the stage in life where I'm at right now. Cover
Image Credit: onelifesuccess. Whoever they are, they help us make a more informed decision. They let other
people or circumstances out of their control make the decision for them. Alternatively, download your very
own manifestation toolkit! You just have to make a decision, forgive yourself for your mistakes, and learn
from them. In a lack mentality, you try to optimize every decision. Quit your job or wait for a promotion? But
while thought is a wonderful thing, it is best coupled with an action. But easy or not, some people have a
difficult time making decisions. Click here now for your free copy! Dream board and life map plan and
step-by-step guide. Being indecisive can be annoying, but some people just can't help being plagued by it. It
has tons of advice, including a guide to visualization techniques. When you find it difficult, think of the
strengths others have highlighted. I recently went to a clarity coach , and it changed how I think about
decisions. Yeah, good luck.


